CHAPTER 8

THE VACCINE

“Make your work to be in
keeping with your purpose.”
LEONARDO DA VINCI (1452–1519),
ITALIAN ARTIST, SCIENTIST,
ARCHITECT, AND ENGINEER
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S

chool was out for the summer, but the city playground was empty and quiet. A
wooden swing set and teeter-totter stood unused. No one played on the baseball
diamond—there were no footprints around home plate. A hopscotch game drawn in
pink chalk on the sidewalk was faded. Down the street, a public pool offered relief
from the summer heat, but nobody was in it. No children doing belly flops. No one
yelling “Marco Polo.” On the other side of town, a public beach was empty, too, except
for a flock of seagulls. For a long time, I watched the seagulls hop along the shore
as they looked for food, and dart up and down the sand to avoid the waves. But no
families ever came to play in the ocean water and on the warm sand. No one came
to play Frisbee, or to fly kites in the breeze. 1
Is this a ghost town? Or am I in a world that is the opposite of my own? A place where children don’t meet at the playground? A place where kids don’t swim? A place where families
don’t vacation at the beach in the summer? Where is everyone?
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I walked down one empty neighborhood street after another.
Many of the houses had their windows shut and their curtains drawn
tightly—very strange for the hot months of summer.

theaters and restaurants, and public water fountains were shut off.
Summers of fun turned into “Summers of Fear.”
An iron lung was a huge metal cylinder attached to an air com-

I was going to knock on the door of one house to see if anyone

pressor. The metal cylinder had a small hole on one end. The polio

was home. I wanted to know why they were hiding. I wanted to know

victim was laid inside the metal cylinder with only his head sticking

where everyone else was. But then I saw a sign that was posted on

out of the small hole. The hole was then sealed around the person’s

the gate to the front yard. The sign said:

neck with an airtight rubber collar. When the iron lung was turned
on, its air compressor alternately pumped air into the cylinder and

WARNING

released it, forcing the person’s chest to expand and contract rhyth-

INFANTILE PARALYSIS

mically. It forced the person to breathe.

(POLIOMYELITIS)

Nine-year-old Marilyn contracted polio that weakened her respi-

Infantile Paralysis is very prevalent in this part of the city.

ratory muscles. She was placed in an iron lung to help her breathe.

On some streets many children are ill.

She said: “After a while, they came in and told me they were going

KEEP OFF THIS STREET

2

to put me in a machine that would make me feel better. I would be
more comfortable. I don’t think they called it an iron lung or even a

When I read the sign, I understood. I was on earth, but I was in

respirator when they were telling me about it. But, I remember they

another time long before my own. It was a time when parents feared

wheeled me into this small room, and there was this big machine.

the summer and kept their children away from public places, like

I think because my cousin was a nurse and had been trained at

playgrounds and beaches and pools. It was a time when a killer was

the University, I wasn’t really afraid of medical personnel. I rather

on the loose in the cities and towns of America—a brutal killer that

trusted them when they told me I would feel better. I remember they

stalked children and young adults during the warmest months of

opened the respirator; it seemed really huge, and they laid me on the

summer, and struck them down without warning. The killer’s name

tray with a mattress on it, and then they slid me through the hole

was Polio.

at the front of the big roller part. Then they closed up the collar and

Polio is a disease caused by a tiny parasitic organism known as
a virus. Poliovirus is so small, it can only be seen with an electron

told me to really relax. They told me I’d feel much better, and I did. I
could breathe more easily.” 4

microscope. Poliovirus enters its victims through the mouth or nose,

The sight of so many children in iron lungs frightened me. I still

and settles for a time in the intestines before savagely attacking the

get nightmares. I can’t forget the awful metallic whooshing sound

spinal cord and the brain. The disease damages the muscles, espe-

that the machine’s air compressor made. I can’t forget the hospital

cially in the legs and chest, making them weak or even useless. Polio

wards filled with dozens of iron lung machines, lined up in rows. I

victims often lose the ability to walk and to breathe.

3

Many people died from polio, but many more survived only to
find that the crippling effects didn’t reverse. Many survivors never

can’t forget the children, like Marilyn, immobilized inside them. The
children were trapped between life and death, between a world of
energy and activity and a world of stillness.

regained the use of their legs or the ability to breathe without
machines forcing air in and out of their lungs. And it was this per-

And now I see with eye serene

manent crippling effect of polio that people feared more than death.

The very pulse of the machine;

When people who escaped infection saw polio survivors confined to

A Being breathing thoughtful breath;

wheelchairs, walking with crutches and metal braces strapped on

A Traveler between life and death . . . 5

their legs, and condemned to living in giant iron lungs, they panicked. Because they didn’t know how polio was spread—by air, by
food, by water, by touch—people avoided contact with each other.
Houses and streets where polio victims lived were quarantined,
public swimming pools and beaches closed, people avoided movie
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RIGHT:

A LITTLE BOY STRICKEN WITH POLIO GAZES AT THE ADORNMENTS ON HIS IRON
LUNG. Location: Hillcrest Hospital, Tulsa, OK. Date: 9 / 9 / 1945.
© Bettmann / CORBIS

Some polio victims never got out of their iron lungs. They depended

In 1924, Franklin Delano Roosevelt visited the Meriwether Inn in

on the huge metal cylinders for the rest of their lives. They installed

Warm Springs, Georgia, because he heard that the warm water of the

iron lungs in their homes. Portable respirators and wheelchairs gave

natural springs would have a therapeutic effect on his paralyzed legs.

them some mobility, but they were always tethered to a breath-

Roosevelt swam in the spring water, and had his legs massaged by

ing machine.

doctors at the inn’s spa. His leg muscles didn’t improve, but Roosevelt

It was ironic that modern technology kept so many polio vic-

felt better and more energetic. He also came to believe that the exer-

tims alive, because it was modern technology that turned polio into

cise and massage regimen stopped progression of his paralysis. He

a world epidemic. For centuries, children commonly encountered

returned to Warm Springs often.

poliovirus during their first year of life. They survived the infection

In 1926, Roosevelt decided that other polio victims would benefit

because of temporary immunity passed on from their mothers, and

from the warm water and massage treatment, so he purchased the

they developed their own lifelong immunity to the disease. But in

Meriwether Inn and surrounding property. Then, in 1927, with the

the more sanitary environments of the modern world, children often

help of his friend and former law partner, Basil O’Connor, Roosevelt

were not exposed to poliovirus until they were older and immunity

established the Georgia Warm Springs Polio Foundation. The founda-

had already faded from their bodies. They were suddenly vulnerable

tion opened the doors of the Meriwether Inn to anyone stricken with

to the virus. Clean cities and indoor plumbing actually caused polio

polio, regardless of their ability to pay for treatment.

to spread.

To pay for doctors and nurses at the inn, the foundation’s man-

Polio epidemics claimed victims every summer of the first decades

agement came up with an innovative way to raise money: They held

of the twentieth century, but it was in the 1940s and early 1950s

dances nationwide. “Dance So That Others May Walk,” was the offi-

when polio in America was at its worst: twelve thousand new cases

cial motto of the fundraising program, and the dances were held on

of polio in 1943 grew to twenty-seven thousand new cases by 1948,

anniversaries of FDR’s birthday.

and in 1952, an all-time high of fifty-nine thousand new cases were

The first dances were held on FDR’s fifty-second birthday, Janu-

reported. Five decades of polio epidemics left hundreds of thou-

ary 30, 1934. That day, they raised more than a million dollars for the

sands of people in America crippled for life—and millions of people

treatment of polio victims at Warm Springs. President Roosevelt was

in panic.

so moved by the support that people across the country gave to his

Probably the most well known victim of polio was Franklin Delano
Roosevelt. He was diagnosed with polio in August 1921 when he was

cause that he decided to address the nation on the radio that same
night. I heard the President’s broadcast.

thirty-nine years old, during a vacation at his family’s summer home

“Tonight I am very deeply moved by the choice of my birthday

on Campobello Island in New Brunswick, Canada. FDR survived polio

anniversary for the holding of Birthday Balls in so many communi-

and went on to become the thirty-second President of the United

ties, great and small, throughout the country,” President Roosevelt

States in 1932, and the only president to be reelected three times, but

began. “I send you my greetings and my heartfelt thanks; but at

he never got the full use of his legs back. He relied on a wheelchair

the same time I feel that I have the right to speak to you more as

for the rest of his life. In striking FDR, polio set in motion the events

the representative on this occasion of the hundreds of thousands

that would ultimately bring about a cure for the disease. Roosevelt

of crippled children in our country. It is only in recent years that

began the nationwide campaign to defeat it.

we have come to realize the true significance of the problem of our
crippled children. There are so many more of them than we had any
idea of.” 6
“Warm Springs,” President Roosevelt continued, “is only one of
the many places where kindness and patience and skill are given
to handicapped people. There are hundreds of other places, hospitals and clinics, where surgeons, doctors and nurses of the country

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT TALKS TO CHILDREN AT THE MERIWETHER INN IN WARM
SPRINGS, GA. Date: 4 / 2 / 1938.
© Bettmann / CORBIS
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gladly work day in and out throughout the years, often without
compensation.” 7
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President Roosevelt thanked the American people for their char-

brain, where they cause seizures, paralysis, and then death. Pasteur

itable spirit, and doctors and nurses for their sacrifices. He also

thought he could teach the boy’s body to fight the disease before the

believed that helping in the fight against polio was more than just

rabies germs reached the boy’s brain and killed him. Pasteur took live

charity. He believed that it was important work for the nation, and

rabies germs from infected dogs and weakened them by drying them

that everyone benefited from it.

on glass slides. Then he injected the weakened germs into the boy

“Let us well remember,” President Roosevelt said, “that every child
and indeed every person who is restored to useful citizenship is an

in a series of small doses over several days. The boy did not contract
rabies and survived.

asset to the country and is enabled ‘to pull his own weight in the

In 1935, Dr. John Kolmer incubated poliovirus in monkeys and

boat.’ In the long run, by helping this work we are contributing not

then ground up their infected spinal cords. He weakened the polio-

to charity but to the building up of a sound Nation.” 8

virus in the resulting mixture by passing it through several healthy

I couldn’t see President Roosevelt. I could only hear his words.

monkeys and by treating it with chemicals. Dr. Kolmer injected the

But I knew that he was addressing the nation from his wheelchair

final vaccine into himself, his family, and about twelve thousand

behind his desk in the Oval Office of the White House. President

children. At about the same time, Dr. Maurice Brodie and Dr. William

Roosevelt spoke with unique authority. He was a man who had

Park, working for the New York Health Department, took things a

achieved great things despite his disability, and he reminded us

step further. The doctors treated their polio-infected monkey spinal

that other disabled persons could do the same, but sometimes they

cord material with formaldehyde to kill the poliovirus. They thought

needed a little help.

that a “killed-virus” vaccine could still teach the human body to

“It is with a humble and thankful heart,” President Roosevelt said

fight polio, and it would be safer than Dr. Kolmer’s weakened “live-

in closing that night, “that I accept this tribute through me to the

virus” vaccine. Injecting a person with even a weakened version

stricken ones of our great national family. I thank you but lack the

of poliovirus, the doctors argued, ran the risk of actually causing

words to tell you how deeply I appreciate what you have done and

the disease to occur. The two doctors injected several thousand

I bid you good night on what is to me the happiest birthday I ever

children. 10

have known.”

9

Happy birthday, Mr. President!

The results of the 1935 polio vaccine experiments were tragic.
Neither vaccine worked. Some children died, and others actually
contracted polio from the injections. The vaccinations were stopped
quickly, but no one really knew why the vaccines didn’t work.

In 1935, two attempts at developing a vaccine for polio were made.
Both failed horribly.

What went wrong? What don’t we understand about poliovirus? Now,
people not only fear polio, they fear vaccines . . .

The word “vaccine” comes from the Latin word “vacca,” which
means cow. In 1796, Dr. Edward Jenner noticed that people who had
milked cows infected with “cowpox,” seemed immune to the deadly

After the vaccine failures in 1935, many people lost hope that

human disease called “smallpox.” Dr. Jenner speculated that cowpox

polio would ever be beaten, but not FDR. President Roosevelt believed

was really a weaker version of smallpox. He had a theory that when

that the American people could solve any problem if they worked

the human body is exposed to a weak form of a disease, it some-

together. So, in September 1937, President Roosevelt and Basil

how learns to protect itself against the stronger version. Dr. Jenner

O’Connor announced that the Georgia Warm Springs Polio Founda-

tested his theory on an eight-year-old boy named James Phipps.

tion would take on a broader mission. Going forward, they said, the

He scratched the boy’s arm with a knife and placed tissue from a

foundation would fund polio research nationwide, so that the next

cowpox-infected cow into the wound. James became very ill, but

vaccine would be safe and effective. And they changed the founda-

survived. A few weeks later, Dr. Jenner exposed James to infectious

tion’s name to the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.

smallpox. James never contracted the disease.

On the radio, a popular comedian named Eddie Cantor asked his

In 1885, the French chemist, Louis Pasteur, conducted a similar

listeners to send a dime apiece to the White House to support Presi-

experiment on a small boy who had been bitten by rabid dogs. Rabies

dent Roosevelt’s new “War on Polio.” The campaign became known

germs take several weeks to travel from the site of infection to the

as the “March of Dimes,” and the American people responded to it
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PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT RECEIVES A MARCH OF DIMES CAMPAIGN CHECK FOR ONE MILLION
DOLLARS FROM BASIL O’CONNOR. Location: The White House, Washington, D.C. Date: 1938.
© Bettmann / CORBIS
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March 1936
A Question Is Asked

with a lot of enthusiasm. Soon, there was so much mail going to
the White House that the postal service had to hire extra workers to handle it all. Official government letters and packages got
permanently lost in the unexpected flood of mail from citizens all

I was sitting in the tenth row of a big lecture hall on the campus

over the country. On January 29, 1938, President Roosevelt addressed

of the New York University School of Medicine when I first saw Jonas

the nation about the incredible success of the March of Dimes cam-

Salk. The packed room held about a hundred medical students. The

paign. I was there, in the Oval Office, when the president took the

subject of the class was printed in white chalk on a blackboard in

microphone.

11

that he’d be able to solve bigger problems and help more people than

produce the specific type of antibody needed to destroy the invading

a physician treating patients one at a time. Salk’s wife, Donna, once

germ or virus.

said: “Jonas had the idea, from a time when he was quite young,

Dr. Salk found a way to calculate the level of antibodies in the

that he wanted to do something that would make a difference to

blood. Thanks to his work, the research team could judge the relative

humanity.” 16

effectiveness of different vaccine formulations. The vaccine that produced the highest level of antibodies in the blood made it into the

Winter 1943
A Question Is Tested

the front of the room: “Bacteriology and Immunology.” Two adjacent

winter trial.
By the end of the winter flu season, it was clear that the killed-

“During the past few days,” the President said, “bags of mail have

blackboards were covered with chalk diagrams of bacteria cells,

been coming, literally by the truckload, to the White House. Yesterday

medical terms, and mathematical equations. From behind a podium,

One by one, college students came into the first floor lab of the

injected with the experimental vaccine had a 75 percent lower inci-

between forty and fifty thousand letters came to the mailroom of the

a professor lectured in a monotone about things I didn’t fully under-

University of Michigan’s School of Public Health. They were volun-

dence of flu than the people who’d received a shot of plain sugar

White House. Today an even greater number—how many I cannot tell

stand. He’d been droning on for almost an hour. Most of the students

teers. I watched as each student got a single injection. Half of the stu-

water.

you, for we can only estimate the actual count by counting the mail

in the room had their heads down and looked like they were busy

dents received an experimental flu vaccine, and half of the students

bags. In all the envelopes are dimes and quarters and even dollar

taking notes, but I could see that a few of them were asleep. I was

got a placebo. At a nearby U.S. Army base, the same procedure was

bills—gifts from grown-ups and children—mostly from children who

just about to get up and leave, when a student in the second row

being followed. About twenty-five hundred soldiers received injec-

raised his hand and asked a question.

tions as part of the trial. Dr. Thomas Francis, a leading virologist and

want to help other children get well.”

12

I ran to the mailroom of the White House and I couldn’t believe

“Why do you say that it is not possible to immunize against a viral

what I saw! There were hundreds of mailbags, piled up to the

infection by using a killed version of the virus in the vaccine?” the

ceiling—mountains of mailbags! When all the mailbags were opened,

student asked.

fluvirus vaccine had worked. The students and soldiers who’d been

But . . . why didn’t the killed-poliovirus vaccine work in 1935?

Winter 1947
Joining the Fight

former professor at the New York University School of Medicine, ran
the vaccine trial.

I was there when Basil O’Connor and Dr. Harry Weaver, from the

The U.S. Army paid for the trial. War planners worried that an out-

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, visited Dr. Salk’s new

and all the money was counted, there was more than $1.5 million to

The professor looked up from his lecture notes to see who had

break of flu overseas could hinder the army’s ability to fight and win

Virus Research Laboratory at the University of Pittsburgh. It was

begin the War on Polio. And nearly $300,000 of it was in shiny new

asked the question. He stared at the student in the second row. The

the battles of World War II. They also worried that infected soldiers

about ten o’clock in the morning when they arrived.

professor seemed a little disturbed that he had been interrupted and

might bring flu virus back to the United States and start an epidemic.

Dr. Weaver said that he had reviewed all of the research on polio to

that his point had not been clearly understood.

The Army officials had good reason for their fears. In 1918, at the end

date, and that he had concluded that there was more than one strain

dimes!

13

The battle lines were drawn, and the War on Polio had officially
begun. President Roosevelt promised: “Not until we have removed

“Because the only way that cells in the human body can learn to

of World War I, a flu epidemic broke out and killed nearly 20 million

of poliovirus. He didn’t know for sure exactly how many strains,

the shadow of the Crippler from the future of every child can we furl

fight a viral infection,” the professor said with some sharpness, “is

people, including 850,000 Americans. Cities in the United States ran

though. There would be no further progress in the fight against polio,

the flags of battle and still the trumpets of attack. The fight against

for the cells to actually experience the infection. Cells learn to fight

out of coffins and cemetery space, and public health workers had

Dr. Weaver said, until all of the poliovirus strains were known.

infantile paralysis is a fight to the finish, and the terms are uncondi-

infection by becoming infected. So only a vaccine with live virus in

to burn bodies by the thousands, or bury them in mass graves. To

it can possibly work.”

prevent a replay of the 1918 epidemic, the U.S. Army wanted a flu

tional surrender.”

14

But polio would not surrender easily. It ruined summers and

“But, doesn’t a virus actually destroy the cells it infects?” the stu-

claimed lives for many more years. What had to happen next was

dent asked. “And how do the remaining uninfected cells learn to fight

for the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis and its war chest

the virus, if they don’t experience the infection at all?”

to find the person who would invent the polio vaccine.
The man who would deal polio its final blow and end the Sum-

Just then, a bell rang, indicating the end of the class. “We’ll take it
up next time, Mr. Salk,” the professor said. 15

vaccine.

Basil O’Connor asked Dr. Salk if he would lead the project to iden-

When Dr. Francis assembled his team of researchers for the Army

tify all of the strains of poliovirus. He said it would probably take
two or three years of detailed work, but the National Foundation for

ing a killed-virus approach to the vaccine formulation, so the project

Infantile Paralysis would supply all of the money, equipment, and

offered Jonas Salk an opportunity to test the question he had asked

monkeys that Dr. Salk would need.

But Jonas Salk never got a satisfactory answer to his question.

years before in medical school. Dr. Francis believed that the key to

1921. I met him in a college classroom in 1936, when he was twenty-

He graduated from medical school convinced that the biological

success was to formulate the vaccine in such a way that it tricked

two. He was studying to be a doctor. His name was Jonas Salk.

mechanisms behind the human body’s immune system were still a

the human body into responding as though a live virus were infect-

mystery—still part of an unsolved puzzle.

ing it. But to do that, his team would have to find a way to measure

Chapter 8

poliovirus!

project, he chose his former student, Jonas Salk. Dr. Francis was tak-

mers of Fear forever was only seven years old when FDR got polio in
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Aha! The 1935 vaccines failed because there was more than one kind of

Solving puzzles appealed to Jonas Salk. That’s why he was in

the body’s response to infection—the number of “antibodies” in the

medical school—not to become a doctor, but to become a medical

blood. The human body produces antibodies to attack and kill invad-

researcher. Jonas Salk wanted to solve some of the big puzzles chal-

ing germs and viruses. When doctors say that the body can “learn” to

lenging humanity. By becoming a medical researcher, he believed

become immune to a disease, they mean that the body can learn to

Monkeys? Oh, yeah. The only way to grow poliovirus is in the spinal
cords of monkeys.
Dr. Salk said: “Yes.”

The Vaccine
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January 1949
Good News for Monkeys

the blue flames of Bunsen burners. Dozens of microscopes, magnifying glasses, bottles, and boxes sat everywhere. Machines that shook,
vibrated, and mixed ran day and night. Hand-drawn charts and

The newspapers reported that three scientists at Harvard Univer-

graphs illustrating the results of experiments covered the walls.

sity found a way to grow poliovirus without using monkeys. It was

The search for a polio vaccine was on! Dr. Salk had been given

an important medical breakthrough, the newspapers said, because

the approval to develop a killed-virus polio vaccine. He won the

vaccines derived from animal nervous tissue could cause deadly

approval over the severe objections of Dr. Albert Sabin and other sci-

allergic reactions in humans.

17

entists, who said that only a live-virus vaccine would work. Dr. Sabin

Aha! Another reason the 1935 vaccines failed—allergic reactions!

also warned that a killed-virus vaccine would not be safe, because

The discovery also meant that poliovirus could one day be grown

there was no way to guarantee that all of the virus in the vaccine

in a quantity large enough to meet the demands of a worldwide vac-

would indeed be dead. It was extremely difficult to kill a virus. Basil

cination program—a zoo full of monkeys would not be needed.

O’Connor, Dr. Weaver, and the scientists of the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis, listened to both sides of the intense argument.

July 1950
The Nature of the Beast

Then, they decided to fund both kinds of research. They backed
Dr. Salk’s mission to develop a killed-virus vaccine and Dr. Sabin’s
project to produce a live-virus vaccine.

After eighteen thousand monkeys, Dr. Salk and his team com-

Dr. Salk had held his ground in the conflict with Dr. Sabin. Now, in

pleted the poliovirus identification project. The results gave them

the laboratory, he had to overcome three technical challenges: First,

good news and bad news.

he had to find the three strains of poliovirus that were the most viru-

Dr. Weaver had been right. That was the bad news. There were

lent [most infectious]. Second, he had to kill the viruses completely.

more than one hundred different strains of poliovirus. The strains

Third, he had to make sure the final vaccine produced a strong anti-

fell into three distinct types: Dr. Salk classified 80 percent of the

body response in the blood.

strains as Type I, 10 percent as Type II, and 8 percent as Type III. The
Type I strains most often caused paralysis, but all three types were
responsible for the recent polio epidemics.

Dr. Salk and his team did all three.
First, Dr. Salk’s researchers injected monkeys and mice with
various strains of poliovirus. They watched for symptoms of polio to

The good news was that it might be possible to formulate a vac-

appear in the animals, and they measured antibody response in the

cine that would provide protection against all the forms of polio-

blood. They ranked each poliovirus strain according to its ability to

virus. A vaccine made from just three strains of poliovirus—one

cause disease and the strength of the antibody response it provoked.

strain selected from each type—might do the trick.

As Dr. Salk had hoped, three strains, one from each type, emerged

Dr. Salk was ready to take the next step. He asked Basil O’Connor
to fund the development of the vaccine.
A glimmer of hope in the War on Polio . . . but the vaccine will come too
late for Basil O’Connor’s daughter, Bettyann, who was just diagnosed with
polio.

18

as the most virulent: The Mahoney strain (Type I), the MEF-1 strain
(Type II), and the Saukett strain (Type III). He would use these strains
in the final vaccine. 19
Next, the viruses had to be killed. Dr. Salk chose a chemical bath
of formaldehyde to kill the poliovirus strains. His team conducted
hundreds of experiments to find the right temperature of the bath,

Early 1951
The Magic Pink Liquid
Dr. Salk and his research team worked “round the clock.” The
frantic pace of their work turned the lab into a kind of “mad scientist” movie. The countertops were cluttered with rows of graduated
cylinders and racks of test tubes filled with colored liquids. Strange
smelling liquids bubbled all day long in large beakers that sat above
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and the amount of time the viruses had to spend in it. The handdrawn graphs on the walls of the lab told the story of these experiments. Dr. Salk knew that it was impossible to determine exactly
when every bit of virus was dead, but he examined the downward
RIGHT:

DR. JONAS SALK IN THE VIRUS RESEARCH LABORATORY AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF PITTSBURGH IN PENNSYLVANIA. Date: 4 / 9 / 1955, three days before the
announcement of the results of the nationwide polio vaccine trial.
© Bettmann / CORBIS

trending lines on his graphs and extrapolated from his data—he

that the vaccine had caused no bad effects. There was a real possibil-

decided to “cook” the viruses in the formaldehyde bath a little bit

ity, Dr. Salk said, that the vaccine would produce a strong immune

longer, just to be sure.

response in healthy children. 20

Finally, Dr. Salk and his team formulated a few precious milliliters

Dr. Salk’s report caused wild controversy. The scientists knew

of a clear, pink liquid—the vaccine. They injected the experimental

that the next step would be to test the vaccine on healthy, non-

polio vaccine into monkeys and measured the antibody levels in

infected children. Dr. Sabin immediately repeated his argument that

their blood. The antibody levels rose. Dr. Salk added mineral oil to

a killed-virus vaccine could not work. He said that Dr. Salk’s vaccine

the formula and found that the antibody levels rose even higher.

promised only temporary protection against polio, and that it would

Does this mean that the vaccine works? Will this magic pink liquid work

ultimately leave vaccinated children susceptible to reinfection later.
He also warned that the vaccine might not be safe. It was just too

in humans, too?
Dr. Salk reported his findings to the National Foundation for Infan-

dangerous, he said, to take the next step. He asked the National

tile Paralysis. Again, he was ready to take the next step. It would be

Foundation for Infantile Paralysis to wait until his live-virus vaccine

the biggest step yet. Dr. Salk asked permission to test children.

was ready. He went before Congress and testified against proceeding
with Dr. Salk’s vaccine.

Spring 1952
The Secret Tests

The scientific controversy raged, and it confused the public. People
were torn between hope and fear. On February 9, 1953, Time magazine
wrote an article about Dr. Salk. The article suggested that a polio

Scientists at the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis said

vaccine might be close at hand. Basil O’Connor worried that people

that the safest thing to do was to test Dr. Salk’s vaccine on children

expected too much too soon, so he convinced Dr. Salk to speak to the

who already had polio. Dr. Salk totally agreed. He didn’t want to risk

American people on a national radio program. On March 26, 1953,

giving polio to a healthy child. He only wanted to measure the anti-

Dr. Salk went on the air, explaining in simple terms the progress that

body response that the vaccine produced in humans.

had been made in the fight against polio, and why a vaccine might

I went with Dr. Salk to the D.T. Watson Home for Crippled Children,
in Leetsdale, Pennsylvania. There, I watched him inject seventy-nine
children with his experimental pink liquid. I also watched him pace
the floors at night, as he worried about the children’s safety.

still be more than a year away. Patience and caution were needed,
Dr. Salk said, but there was reason for hope.
Ironically, Basil O’Connor decided not to wait any longer. He just
couldn’t bear to see another summer come and go without the

I am worried, too.

vaccine—another Summer of Fear. In October 1953, Basil O’Connor

The doctors and nurses at the D.T. Watson Home were sworn to

announced that the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis

secrecy. They promised not to discuss the tests with anyone, espe-

would take the next step: a national trial of Dr. Salk’s experimental

cially not newspaper reporters. No one said a word.

polio vaccine. And Dr. Thomas Francis would run the trial, he said.
Not everyone appreciated Basil O’Connor’s decision. On his na-

1953
Hope, Fear, and Controversy

tional radio program, Walter Winchell alerted the American people
that a dangerous experimental polio vaccine was going to be injected
into millions of healthy children without adequate testing. He said

In January 1953, Dr. Salk presented the results of the secret test to

that the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis was stockpiling

a panel of scientists and researchers from the National Foundation

little coffins for the children who would probably die from the haz-

for Infantile Paralysis. He told them that the experimental vaccine

ardous vaccine. 21

had significantly raised antibody levels in the tested children, and

Dr. Salk had already injected himself and his family.

MARY KOSLOSKI, 1955 MARCH OF DIMES POSTER GIRL, AND RANDY KERR, POLIO
PIONEER, POSE FOR PUBLICITY PHOTOS. Date: 11 / 15 / 1954. Mary is five years old;
seven-year-old Randy was the first child to receive the Salk polio vaccine during the
nationwide field trial.
© Bettmann / CORBIS
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April 26, 1954
The Polio Pioneers

releases that had been brought out of the auditorium and put on
a table. It took only seconds for the media mob to send half of the
papers into the air over my head, and to snatch the rest. The story

Despite the risk, millions of parents across the country volun-

the world had waited anxiously to hear couldn’t wait one second lon-

teered their children to participate in the polio vaccine trial. They

ger! I saw one reporter, holding the press release tightly in his hand,

looked at the trial as a chance to finally turn their backs on decades

grab a telephone from a nearby office and then jump out of the win-

of summertime fear. They hung on to hope.

dow with it. He had to make sure he was the first to call in the story,

The vaccine trial began at an elementary school in McLean,

I guess. Meanwhile, radio and television reporters, with their photog-

Virginia, on April 26, 1954. The first student to receive an injection

raphers and cameramen running alongside, pounced on anyone who

of Dr. Salk’s magic pink liquid was a six-year-old boy, named Randy

came out of the auditorium. They shoved microphones in their faces

Kerr. After the injection, he was given a lollipop and a button was

and shouted questions nonstop: “Did the vaccine work? Is the vac-

pinned on his shirt that read, “I was a Polio Pioneer.”

cine safe? Will more people be vaccinated? Is this the end of polio?”

That day, and everyday for the next several months, children in

I snatched a copy of the press release out of the air as it fluttered

schools all across the country lined up to get their injections, lolli-

over my head. I ran down the hallway and out the front door of the

pops, and buttons. Half of the children were injected with real polio

building with it. I read it on the front steps. It said: “For release at 10:20

vaccine and half were injected with a placebo. Just like Randy Kerr,

e.s.t. on April 12, 1955. POLIO VACCINE EVALUATION RESULTS: The

all two million children were brave Polio Pioneers.

vaccine works. It is safe, effective, and potent. Dr. Thomas Francis, Jr.,

Throughout the vaccine trial, Dr. Salk projected confidence, and

UM Director of the Poliomyelitis Vaccine Evaluation Center, told an

displayed compassion. I saw him wipe away the tears of the smaller

anxious world of parents that the Salk vaccine has been proved

children who cried from the shots. But he had trouble sleeping at

to be up to 80–90 percent effective in preventing paralytic polio.” 23

night. He worried about the safety of the children. He worried that

It works! The Salk vaccine works!

something might go wrong. He had always dreamed of helping

Dr. Salk preferred to call his polio vaccine the “Pitt” vaccine, in

humanity, but Dr. Salk worried whether or not he actually was. After

honor of the University of Pittsburgh, where it had been developed,

the last injection was given, there was nothing he or anyone else

but everyone else in the world called it the “Salk” vaccine—that’s the

could do, except watch and wait and pray.

name that stuck.

What if the vaccine doesn’t work? What if children get sick from the vac-

News of the vaccine’s effectiveness spread almost instantly

cine? What if children die from the vaccine? And if the vaccine does work,

throughout the world. It traveled at the speed of light through tele-

won’t we wish we had given it to every child? Won’t people ask why we gave

phone wires and over radio waves. Church bells rang and sirens blew

it to only half of the children? Won’t people wonder why we let some chil-

in cities all over the globe, at almost exactly the same time. I saw

dren die?

people dance in the street, and hug and kiss one another.
News of the vaccine’s success made Dr. Salk into an international

April 12, 1955
The World Hears the News

hero, and it brought him thousands of telegrams from all over the
world, mostly from parents thanking him for saving their children.
Cities and towns all over the nation made plans to name schools

Inside the University of Michigan’s Rackham Auditorium, medical researchers from all over the world discussed the results of the

POLIO VACCINE IS RUSHED FROM THE FACTORY. Location: The Eli Lilly Pharmaceutical Company in
Indianapolis, IN. Date: 4 / 19 / 1956. This is one of the finishing lines at the pharmaceutical factory, where
the bottles of polio vaccine were labeled and put into cartons with medical literature. This finishing line
could package 40,000 nine-dose vials of vaccine in an eight-hour day.
© Bettmann / CORBIS
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and streets after Dr. Salk. Hollywood producers made plans to make
a movie about his life. 24

national field trials of the polio vaccine. The data had been collected,

Dr. Salk didn’t want to be a hero, though, and he didn’t want to be

analyzed, and published in a report entitled: “An Evaluation of the

famous. He was happy just to have solved one of the big puzzles fac-

1954 Poliomyelitis Vaccine Trials.” Dr. Francis and Dr. Salk took turns

ing mankind. Jonas Salk had dreamed of helping humanity, and the

at the podium, presenting the report’s conclusions, and answering

knowledge that his dream had come true was his reward. As for the

questions. 22

polio vaccine itself, he said it belonged to everyone, not to him. That

Outside the auditorium, in the hallway where I was standing, it
was total chaos! Dozens of reporters fought over a stack of press

evening, Edward R. Murrow interviewed Dr. Jonas Salk on television.
I will never forget what Dr. Salk said.
The Vaccine
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Murrow: “Who owns the patent on this vaccine?”

Millions of bottles of Salk’s vaccine rode down conveyor belts and

Salk: “Well, the people, I would say. There is no patent. Could you

into boxes marked “POLIO VACCINE: RUSH.” Day and night, the boxes

patent the sun?” 25

1962
Victory Is in Sight

were loaded onto trucks and driven to airports, and then flown on

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis found itself in the unexpected position of having to convince people to get their children
vaccinated. The foundation ran television and radio ads, conducted

special planes to cities where doctors waited, and children lined up.

“The fight against infantile paralysis is a fight to the finish, and

But then something horrible happened. Some of the first children

the terms are unconditional surrender,” President Franklin Delano

to receive the Salk vaccine got polio—and it looked liked they got the

Roosevelt said in 1944. And by 1962, after more than thirty-five years,

“They almost had a psychological immunity because of the exis-

disease from the vaccine itself.

the War on Polio was almost over. Polio was slowly surrendering. Only

tence of the vaccine,” said Charles Massey, president of the March of

910 cases of polio were reported in the United States in 1962, down

Dimes. “So we had the crazy job of convincing people that had been

more than 95 percent from the levels of the previous decade. And,

praying for a vaccine, ‘Hey, use it.’ We went through three years of

The mass vaccination program was temporarily halted. Some peo-

in dozens of countries where the Salk vaccine had been shipped,

promoting immunization campaigns, for example.” 30

“Dr. Salk,” the president said, “before I hand you this citation, I

ple wanted to halt the program permanently. No one knew what was

the declines in polio cases were just as dramatic. Victory over polio

In my time, people are not much different. Poliovirus has been eradicated

should like to say to you that when I think of the countless thou-

wrong with the vaccine, but there was one clue. All of the children

was finally at hand, thanks to the effort of thousands of scientists,

in the United States, but it still exists in some parts of the world. It would

sands of American parents and grandparents who are hereafter to be

who got polio had been given vaccine manufactured in one labora-

the donations of millions of people, and the work of one man

only take one case of polio from another country to bring the disease back

spared the agonizing fears of the annual epidemic of poliomyelitis—

tory: the Cutter Pharmaceuticals Laboratory in California. Dr. Salk

who’d dedicated his life to solving puzzles and helping humanity—

if we were not protected by vaccine. But some people don’t get vaccinated.

when I think of all the agony that these people will be spared seeing

and his team investigated.

Jonas Salk.

Some people refuse protection . . . 31

April 22, 1955
A Grateful Nation
I was there, at the White House, when President Dwight D. Eisenhower gave Dr. Jonas Salk a medal and a citation from the thankful
people of the United States.

But that’s impossible! It’s a killed-virus vaccine. It’s supposed to be
safe . . .

“Vaccination Day” campaigns at schools, and hired movie stars to
convince parents to get their children vaccinated.

their loved ones suffering in bed—I must say to you I have no words

Dr. Salk determined that the vaccine produced by the Cutter lab

“I think he always had faith in what the outcome would be,”

Despite the arguments in favor of the Sabin vaccine, Dr. Salk spoke

to adequately express the thanks of myself and all the people I know,

still had some live poliovirus in it. The Cutter lab had not properly

Dr. Salk’s wife, Donna, said. “I think his confidence was supreme.

out against it. Dr. Sabin’s vaccine had live poliovirus in it, and it car-

all 164 million Americans, to say nothing of all the people in the

followed procedures in manufacturing the vaccine. It wasn’t “cooked”

Not in himself, but his confidence in the fact that there had to be an

ried the risk of causing polio, Dr. Salk said. Besides, he argued, it did

world who will profit from your discovery. I am very, very happy to

in the formaldehyde long enough, and it wasn’t properly agitated

answer to this. And if one approached it in the appropriate way, the

not make sense to use a potentially dangerous live-virus vaccine

while in the chemical bath. The problem was corrected immediately,

answer would reveal itself. As I say that, I can almost hear him saying

when a safe killed-virus vaccine had already been developed and

and the vaccination program was restarted. And from that day on,

it. That was his style of speaking: ‘The answer would reveal itself.’ I

had already shown so much success.

hand this to you.”

26

Dr. Salk shook the president’s hand. He told the president that he
was happy to accept the award on behalf of all the people in all the

polio vaccine production at all the laboratories was inspected more

laboratories of the world who had worked so hard to defeat polio.

closely.

never doubted him.”

29

By 1976, the numbers were on Dr. Salk’s side of the argument:
There had been 140 new cases of polio in the United States since

Then, Basil O’Connor was brought to the podium and President

Because of the Cutter lab mistake, two hundred children con-

Eisenhower gave him a medal, too. Basil O’Connor accepted the medal

tracted polio, fifty were paralyzed, and eleven died. Still other

on behalf of all the men and women of the National Foundation for

children contracted polio because the vaccination program was

Infantile Paralysis. And then the president told him: “And there, of

temporarily stopped. Six-year-old Mark O’Brien was one of those

Dr. Albert Sabin completed work on the live-poliovirus vaccine

Sabin vaccine. “At the present time,” Dr. Salk said, “the risk of acquir-

course, remains the great problem of rapid production, distribution

children: “I couldn’t get the vaccine because there had been a bad

in 1958. He took the vaccine to the Soviet Union for a nationwide

ing polio from the live-virus vaccine is greater than from naturally

on the fairest possible basis, and to that problem . . . you and many

batch of Salk vaccine released in Southern California. A lot of people

trial, and the vaccine succeeded in defeating polio there. In 1961,

occurring viruses . . .” 32

others are working and contributing to carry the thing forward until

got polio out of that. The governor of Massachusetts suspended the

the U.S. Public Health Service approved Dr. Sabin’s vaccine for use

Although Dr. Salk made his point in 1976, it wasn’t until the year

there is no more poliomyelitis remaining in the United States. And I

distribution of the Salk vaccine during September of 1955. And the

in the United States, and it quickly displaced the use of the Salk

2000—in my time—that the Department of Health and Human Ser-

thank you and all of the Foundation of which you are President.” 27

rate of polio infection went way up, so near the end of the month

vaccine.

vices recommended that only Salk vaccine be used in the United

There was still a lot of work to do, but the worldwide polio vaccination program had begun!

Summer 1955
A Terrible Mistake
It was a race against the clock to save lives, a race to inject as

the governor revoked that order. So I just had this little window of
opportunity. That’s why I got polio.”

28

September 23, 1976
Human Nature and Sugar Cubes

scientists testified in Congress against the continued use of the

States. On January 1, 2000, the department announced: “Oral polio

Polio Vaccine,” or OPV, to Dr. Salk’s “Inactivated Polio Vaccine,” or IPV,

vaccine (OPV) is no longer recommended. Until recently, OPV was

Dr. Salk was devastated by the Cutter incident. Though he was

because it was easier to administer to children: The Sabin vaccine

recommended for most children in the United States. For a few

not at fault, he never wanted to see anyone come to harm, especially

was injected into a sugar cube and then eaten. They also preferred

people, about one in 2.4 million, OPV actually causes polio. Since

from a vaccine so strongly associated with his name—and after

the Sabin vaccine because children who took it would “shed” the

the risk of getting polio in the United States is now extremely low,

so many people had placed their trust in him. I think the incident

weakened live virus in their stools and potentially infect other chil-

experts believe that using oral polio vaccine is no longer worth the

weighed heavily on his soul.

dren who might not have been vaccinated. Spreading the weakened

slight risk. The polio shot (IPV) does not cause polio.” 33

virus in this way spread immunity to non-vaccinated children and

polio could strike again. Pharmaceutical companies ran their plants

adults. With polio epidemics eliminated, the next problem facing the

at high speed to make the tens of millions of doses of polio vaccine

country was that parents no longer made it a priority to get their

that people demanded in the United States and around the world.

children vaccinated. Parents developed a false sense of security. The
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Vaccine. On September 23, 1976, Dr. Salk and three other medical

Many physicians in the United States preferred Dr. Sabin’s “Oral

many children as possible with Dr. Salk’s magic pink liquid before
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1962, and all of the cases could be traced to the Sabin Oral Polio
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With the War on Polio over in most countries, and his vaccine a
success, Dr. Salk was asked what he would do next. He said matterof-factly: “The greatest reward for a job well done is the opportunity
to do more.” 34
In 1963, Dr. Salk founded the Salk Institute for Biological Studies
in San Diego, California. He dedicated the new research institute to
“doing more.” He assembled the best and brightest people in medical research from around the world and gave them the equipment,
funding, and facilities to work on some of the toughest biological
puzzles facing mankind. Dr. Salk and his team of researchers tackled multiple sclerosis, cancer, and AIDS. Their work continues into
my time.
Dr. Jonas Salk died on June 23, 1995. He was eighty-one. On that
day, his friend Dr. Francis Crick said: “Few have made one discovery
that has benefited humanity so greatly. Jonas was a man who, right
to his last day, was actively in pursuit of another.” 35
Dr. Jonas Salk will always be remembered as the man who
invented the polio vaccine—the “Man Who Saved the Children.” I’ll
remember him for something else, too. I’ll remember him for his
perseverance and the strength of his character. Dr. Salk relied on
reason and science to overcome the skepticism of his critics—to the
benefit of all of us. Dr. Salk dedicated his life to making the world a
better place.
When he was asked what advice he would give to others who
wanted to make a difference in the world, Dr. Salk said: “I was once
given the advice, ‘Do what makes your heart leap.’ And that’s what I
have done. I wanted to be a scientist and a healer, so I used science
for healing. It was good advice and I give it to you.” 36
Thank you, Dr. Salk.

RIGHT:

CHILDREN GRIMACE AS THEY WAIT THEIR TURNS TO GET POLIO VACCINE INJECTIONS.
Location: Philadelphia, PA. Date: 4 / 29 / 1955.
© Bettmann / CORBIS
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